INTRODUCTION
In January 1968 Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL) was awarded a contract by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory to conduct a preliminary investigation of the handling qualities requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles. Under this contract some of the important problems associated with an adequate definition of lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities requirements were investigated. This was followed by a contract in June 1969 to continue the investigation for an additional year. As part of this effort, the in-house design of the FDL-8 high (L/D) max lifting body at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory w^s supported by CAL from the standpoint, of handling qualities. A succeeding contract was awarded to CAL by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory in June 1970. All of these efforts culminated in the drafting of some preliminary handling qualities requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles during terminal flight (Reference 1). The requirements of Reference 1 include a prelim; ary draft of a flying qualities specification for piloted re-entry vehicles and the rationale and backup data upon which the flying qualities requirements are based. The results of these efforts are summarized in this report in order to give an overall impression of the present status of lifting re-entry vehicle handling q ua 1 i t i e s, Section II consists of an historical presentation of the deveiopment o; lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities requirements. Sec tie-, III summariaes lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities specifications as they are presented in Reference I. Section IV is a discussion of efforts on some related items, FDL-7 and FDL-8 handling qualities and some aspects of lifting re-entry dynamics. Suggestions on ground and in-flight handling qualities research programs to improve the specification of lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities are presented in Section V.
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SECTION II HISTORICAL DE/ELOPMENT
In 1959i some preliminary handling qualities requirements were developed for the Air Force Flight Control Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base under Contract No. AF33(616)-6240. These preliminary requirements were to be used in the design and development of the X-20 (Oyna-Soar) re-entry vehicle. These requirements were generally based on, and presented in the format of old MIL-F-8785( ASG). Some preliminary requirements on side-arm controllers and reaction controls were also included.
The most recent effort in the development of lifting re-entry vehicle handliiv qualities began in January 1968. Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL), under Contract AF33(6 1 5) -3Z9'1, undertook a preliminary investigation of the handling qualities requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles. This work was performed for the U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at W right-Patter son Air Force Rase.
Under this contract some of the important problems associated with an adequate definition of lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities requirements were considered. Included In the Investigation was a survey of the literature, an Investigation of lifting re-entry equations of motion suitable for handling qualities Interpretation, and recommendations for additional lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities research. The result of this Investigation was a preliminary discussion of the problems associated with a lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities specification. Although this study left many problems unanswered, a suitable framework was established for more definitive future Investigations.
As part of tins contract, during October 1968 a series of preliminary meetings was held with a few Individual contractors and Government agencies to discuss handling qualities requirements of lifting re-entry vehicles. The discussions were preliminary In nature and all the important contractors and Government agencies engaged In research and design of lifting re-entry vehicles were not rep-esented. The following contractors and Government agencies participated in these meetings: The above effort was followed by a contract to continue the investigation of lifting re-entry vehicle hanclling qualities requirements. Contract F33 615-69-C-19Ü6 was awarded to CAL by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory in June 1969. This research effort consisted of a preliminary draft of a handling qualities specification for re-entry vehicles applicable especially to the subsonic glicv' and landing phase of flight. Recommendations were also made of handling qualities research programs to further define lifting reentry handling qualities requirements. Part of this investigation was also concerned vvith the low .speed handling qualities requirements of a specific vehicle, the FDL-8 during terminal glide and landing.
This contract was axiiended in March of 19V0. As amended, this research investigation also included an examination of FDL-7 flying qualities and recommendations on ground-based simulation of the FDL-7 lifting reentry vehicle from fhc standpoint of acquiring handling qualities data.
The results of this contract were some preliminary handling qualities requirements for the FDL-8 lifting re-entry vehicle issued in Octotjer l'j(> c ; (Reference 3).
fhesc requirements were to apply to tic FDL-8 lifting reentry vehicle during flight at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic: speeds. The requirements consisted primarily of the adaptation 01 MiL-F-HrK5(y\SG) for application to the FDL-8 vehicle. These requirements were then used to examine unaugmented FDL-8 handling qualities based on the avaiiable wind tunnel data and predicted vehicle stability derivatives (Reference 'I)-Under tiiis contract as amended,' the ground-based simulation of the FDL-7 at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory was supported. Recommendations lor ground-ha seel simulation of handling qualities and turbulence are contained in Reference 5. The intern of this support was to identify the important features of lh( simulation that pertained to handling qualities, and to make rccommonnations that would enhance the applicability of the information to lifting re-entry vehicle handling qualities requirements.
Lilting re-entry handling qualities are of necessity related to lifting re-entry dynamics. Some of the unique aspects of lifting re-entry dynamics were also investigated under this contract. The purpose was to establish a basis ft i" luture expansion of the handling qualities requirements to ail the flight phases o) lifting re-entry vehicles. The results of tlm preliminary investigation are reported in Reference 6, Also, the role oi lifting re-entry vet.u ie stability and control and handling qualities in vehicle design was examined in a general way in Reference 7.
i ne ore liminary handling qualities for the FDL-8 presented in Reterence i were reviewed by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory. These review comments were used in revising and generalizing the requirements of Reference 3 so thai they would apply to all medium-to-high maneuverability liMr • re-entry vehicles. This preliminary flying qualities specification for ; il' i' d re-entry vehicles and the flying qualities rationale upon which the requirements are based is contained in Reference 8. The comments obtained during these trips were considered in the revision of the lifting re-entry vehicles handling qualities requirements presented in Reference 8. The revised and expanded flying qualities requirements and the rationale and backup data upon which these requirements are based are contained in Reference 1. These revised requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles apply to both large and small vehicles during terminal flight at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speeds.
Under this contraci the investigation of lifting re-entry vehicle dynamics with time dependent coefficients continued and the results are presented in Reference 9.
LIFTING RE-ENTRY VEHICLE HANDLING QUALITIES SPECIFICATION Rul'erenco 1 presLMils Lhe handling qualities requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles during terminal flight at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonL speeds. The requirements apply to both large and small vehicles and vehu les iron' low (o high c ros.s-range based on hypersonic {L/U) nh.ix and i.ornvil load facuu's.
One unique r.'-pect of the .specification coi^tained in Reference 1 is that requirements arc written for operational a.s well as experimental lifting reentry vehicles. E^punmontal Lifting re-entry vehicles are generally flown by skilled and hignly trainee; exptM'in-.cnlai test pilots. The flight ••nwelopes o! these vehicle:; use reslricied and the vehicles are flown under what are considered ideal liight conditions. Since experimental lifting re-entry vehicles are likely ic bo the rule rather than the exception for some lime to come, writing requirements for experi menial as well as operational vehii les was considered advinable. in gent ral, mininium acceptable haiiiiliag tjualities for an experimental vehn le performing an experimental mission ire inadequate for the same vehicle under operational conditions) althougn son e requirements are the same for operational and experimental vi r.icie.^.
Handling qn.'iiities requirements for military aircraft are generally specified in ternis of "open-loopi" parameters for the vehicle that result in a certain level of handling qualitie-s. This same approach is used in spec ifying handling cjuaiities require'me r.ts for re-entry vehicles in Referent > 1. Since the open-loop parameters used in most cases are those oi Mil.-'r -h"'h S iH ASG;, it is assumed that inc veliicle in sustained in liight by primarily aerodynan i forc-s and cc-ntrolled primarily by aerodynamic controls. It i also .ibsumed that the i;sseivtia 1 aspects of the vehicle dynamics can be iidequaiely rit.Titu'd by a . r ;ei ol linear diffc rcitial equations with constant coefficients, .:.nn that the longitudii.a 1 and la'e ral-di rcrctional motions can be considen d ur.c ov^pled, or only slightly coupled. An additional basic assumption mane in the requirements a.j presented is that the important modal parameters from the point of view of handling cualities are tne same lor augmented as well as unaugmented vci iclcs. It is assumed that primary and secondary flight control system reei" "nv nil from the point of view of handling qualities can be stated separate!-.
The requirements specified in Reference 1 .are not applicable to liiiin,, re-entry vehicle flight phases when the dynamic pressure, is much below ',!.,,• necessary t ' develop lift equal T o the weight of the vehicle. The requirenvn-..-, do not apply when the effects of time dependent coefficient dynimm-are significant. Significant nonlinea ri ties in stability derivatives, sm'r as nor.-linearities with angles of atlacK and angle of sideslip, are also r.ot adequately cm,-rod by the requirements in Reference 1.
The formal used m presenting the flying qualities require enls for piloli n kiting re-entry vehicles is identical to that for piloted ai danes, 'I'm , m'",hod appears to be most suitable at the present time during terminal flight in the lower atmosphere. The format ic that of MIL-F -b785B( ASG).
In Hi.'ferencL' 1, the rationale a:.d avail.iblt-d.i;.i .. .«-d . tho ro-t-ntry vehicle handling qualities require month .11. ,'.
•■«■ brief comnients are nvidc when UM.-rationale and ci-it.i v n > la r require menta arc th«.
1 sarno or similar to those \. ■ > d ;r. . quireir.ent s for airplanes as presented in MIL-F-H/-is'( AS.'ij, rationale is different and tho requirements arc in'v. aia! b. these requirements are discussed in detail and the lev. ■ ! i ■ . All liandling qualities speci:i< ations havi' ■ ;■ !;• i especially true of a liftiii^ re-entry vehu le -.;)(•> ii';i .' ground and in-flight handling qualities roscari h \JV ' .. ■ ' Section V.
ÜLCTION IV ITEMS RELATED TO RE-ENTRY HANDLING ÜUALITIES
A avimbcr of corollary itcnv, were Ittvobttgalcd that arc related to liflinj; ro-i*ntry h.iitUhnß qiuhticti requiremonlu knd lhcB< ilemu ire diHcwHscd briefly ir. this section. , ntatior. to meet Level I require ment«. '.\.<-■ i-iucl'-appi n red to be spir.ill', stable and had no coupled roll-spirai r-i.jd' for ti.' c.^se . investigated. Mos; of tiv la.^es invebtigaled ituinalrd tha! IM-V.-; .< ii did not meet Li-vel ' . la t-.-ral-fii ri't liona ! recjui re m< I'Vaturi;s of the simulation tiiat pertain I» 1 hiindlm^ qualitie.. were identified ai.ci retommendalions were made for enhancmi; t < ■ TI; licability of inl'ni-nvatior. obtained from the simulation to lifting body a....dling qaatilies technology.
In improve handling «jnaliticj. ir.fornvilior. obtained from the pimulalion, sjjecific recommendations were ntade on task defnution, configuration identification, and pilot evaluation comments and ratings. Since atmospheric
turbulence is a problem of considerable Hißnifirancp in the evaluation of liamllinj» 'jii.i liiii*« of rc-t?nlry vehicletfi specific recomnvmlntlons wore alHO tiuide on ihe siimil.iiioi» of turbulence. All of tlK'aL , recoinmendationu arc contained in Reference '». Many of the rocummendations wer«: considered in the ground-based simulation of the l r DL-7 during April and May of 1970.
■I. <J Aspects oi" 1< r -i.iury Dynamics
The handling qualities requirements of Reference 1 apply during terminal fii);hl at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speeds If these requiremcnis .ire to be extended to other flight phases of lifting re-entry vehi cits, .1 km vledge of the salient aspects of vehicle dynamics during diese flight ph.is.
is essential.
I
A pri'liminary investigation of the dynamus of lifting re-entry vehicles with ti ie dependent coefficients in the equations of motion was undertaken. In I •• analysis of Reference ' only longitudinal short period dynamics were investigated. The relationship between the vehicle trajectory conditions arJ the degree ol time dependency in the equations was established. Computer result . were obtained and a reasonably simple analytic approach was devised to explain the* results. It was established that ire time-dependent effects are related to the trajectory conditions and the constant coefficient dynamic solution. I he results showed that response characteristics such as frequency and damping ratio are functions of time in the time-dependent cases. Some of the responses can be dive; gent while others are convergent for the same flight condition.
From the analysis of Reference 6, it was found that the time-dependent ilirient problems considered could be reduced to a one-degree-of-freedom , . iidem. Ihts worn was continued in Reference ". Using the same analytic approach presented in Reference 7. the analysis was extended to additional responses and response derivatives. It was also demonstrated, that with pome complication m the approach, the analysis could be extended to two and three degrees of freedom and even to lateral-directional motions.
This work should be useful in the future when the lifting re-entry eelucle handling qualities requirements of Reference 1 arc extended to other flight phases. .. An «xa mi nation of RcfcriMvo 1 nuakub :'. ri-ulily .ipparcnt Shai i; svas rhimnlt to establish quantitative requirements in i;*i.tny iti><'ances, sin.plv l}e.c.iu:<c no data or inadequate handling qualilufs l.'iia exists. Alilioniih ■;!.-it-cspci i.illy true ol many ol the rcquirtMiu-nls that are unique to lifting rc-^ntry vehie'es, it is also true of sonn' requi rejnfi.ts that ar«.' expeMcd to be common to n'mit; re-entry vehicles and conventic/nal aircraft.
In in ;•■..; i • part, the del'it i r'ies in the recjuiremenls »an only be overcome by wuli phmiied iianuling qualitn-s reseaich programs. Some of the important program, that will aid :n eLminating n"uany Ol tiie ilyin^ qualities spec i. icat lor, deiii ieiu"i''s arr pro . iMited and discussed in this sei. u on.
The fact th. t tne programs must be v/cll plaiineo cannot be overen,-phasi/.i-d. 'I h>-reS'-arch programs must bo tailored lo both the potential and limitations of the ^.i nulation facility, which can vary from simple fixed-base ground simulators, movmg-base ground simulators, and total in-flight simulators. Wheii moving visual scene displays and propriot rptivc cues aru expected to be iuiporianl to the handling qualities results, such cues must be adequately included in the -; rr.ulalion "program or the results must be < unsidered preliminary and subject to future verification.
Based on recent comparisons ol pround and in-ilighl simulations, biali as Reference 10, ii is not necessarily a valid assumption that fixed-base ground simulators give coiise rvative results, i.e., the simulated vehicle characteristics would be rated huiter in actual flight. Strong consideration should be given, to an adequate simulation of aimuspheric turbulence when cvalualing the characteristics of iifiim vehicles and airplanes. Reference 11 indicates to what extent sonic lifting re-entry vehicle characteristics can be downgraded iri the gathennp of handhng rjualitics data through simulation, it is •i , ■ Mtanl. thai lh(^ vehicle mission and tasks are dearly understood by the evai .lütinn pilots and good pilot comment data and rating data are obtained Si.« i: data can then be used to establish quantitative handling qualities requirements wnerc deficiencies in the present specification exist.
Wh.ii. kind of simulation facility, ground-based, or in-flight, shoal be ased for each of the programs discussed is not indicated. This will depend on many details of the simulation facility and the research program. Ground ami in-fiißhf simulations are often looked upon as complementary. A simplilicci ground-based simulation prograni is the basis for a detailed and more roaasiic in-flight r imulation program.
Most of the programs discussed are directly applicable to the flying quililies specification of Reference 1 during the terminal flight ol lifting re-entry vehicles at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speeds. A few of the programs are directed at a preliminary investigation into other areas, i.e., the possible extension c.' the flying qualities requirements to other than terminal flight phases of re-entry.
J Programs on F light-Path Stability
The proposed requirements specify that the flight-path angle versus airspeed ( oLtf/dU) must be stable for all speeds during the flare and float to touchdown for unpowered vehicles. This requires that the touchdown speed be higher tirm the speed for (L/D) max There is some indication that "fronlside" '^..-ration can be relaxed, at least during the float and some "backside" operation may be allowable, especially if the vdiicle has speed brakes. In addition, no data presently exists for determining the degree of i light path stability ( rf//^) required for unpowered landings with steep glide path angles.
One or more research programs should be conducted to measure the degree of flight path instability allowable or the degree of stability required, both during the flare and the float, to meet various handling qualities Levels during unpowered landings. The investigation should consider variations in d?
1 /da , speed brake effectiveness, and the ratio of flare altitude to flare time [hflif ) or (WEOn-^x* VariaJons in short-period dynamics may also be a consideration.
->, ■-Programs on .Longitudinal Short-Period Dynamics
Certain requirements in MIJL-F-8785B(ASG) (Reference 1Z, para-,;r,i|jh 3.2.Z.2.2) are stated such that they require the unaugmented airplane to be statically stable. Specific requirements for unaugmented vehicle static stability have been eliminated from the lifting re-entry specification. It is iily required that any deficiencies in the unaugmented vehicle be corrected through an augmentation system with adequate reliability. Some more recent in-flight simulation programs, as well as some past programs, indicate that short-period requirements in both frequency ar.H damping can be more lenient than those specified for airplanes in MIL-F-8785B(ASG}, In fact, these recent programs indicate that for Category B Flißhl Phases, negative damping may be acceptable (PK < b.5). Unfortuniteiy, these experiments were conducted in smooth air under VFR conditions. In fact, the damping requirements in iVIIJL-F-8785B(ASG) are higher than data indicate simply to compensate for more realistic levels of turbulence under operational conditions. A need obviously exists to conduct simulation programs for various Flight Phases and Classes of lifting re-entry on minimum longitudinal shortperiod requirements for various handling qualities Levels, especially degraded Levels. The parameters to be varied are ^Vgp , 3gp > ^/tZ , and possibly /.^ . It is, of course, important that these experiments be conducted with an adeqmite simulation of turbulence in order that realistic minimum short-period requirements can be established. These experiments may indicate that short-period requirements can be relaxed for some Flight Phases.
Lower limits on 0Jri S p are a result of a degradation in the precision of control of the vehicle or its sluggish response. Lower limits on v/ccov /.^ arc associated with a decrease in vehicle responsiveness in terms of flight path angle changes. For the unpowered landings of Class III vehicles, there is also some indication tha* the sluggish response will make it difficult to obtain adequate flight-path changes without the pilot overdriving the vehicle, which can lead to closed-loop difficulties in flight path control. Lower limits on Mr) r .p , ^/fc and Ai', and their interrelationship, are difficult to establish based on available data. The lij-ruts on these parameters in the specification are somewhat arbitrary. These limits are especially important to Class III li.
f 'ing re-entry vehicles in the landing approach since such vehicles will lend to have low values of <^ri.
anc * ^M or Au ^n t;^s Flight Phase.
Handling qualities research programs should be conducted for both powered and unpowered lifting re-entry configurations in the landing approach to establish more definitive requirements on the lower limits of ^n^p , ^/(Z , and ^YJ; and their interrelationship. These requirements will be of special importance to Class III vehicles such as the Space Shuttle Vehicle Booster and Orbiter.
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Pro, ira m£ n Control Requirements in Maneuvering Flight
Present maneuver force requirements for airplanes are in terms of maneuver force gradients (^/«). For lifting re-entry vehicles, the maneuver requirement in Reference 1 has been cast in the same way. The parameter fs/rf is not very meaningful for a statically unstable vehicle. It also becomes less meaningful as -rt/oi is reduced when the dynamic pressure decreases below that required to develop lift equal to the weight of the vehicle. For a vehicle flying at zero dynamic pressure, fgM is quite meaningless. There is roa -on to believe, that under conditions where ^/T) becomes less important, the pilot is concerned with the control of vehicle attitude as described by fg (fc or fg 19 . If future research does establish that a statically unstable vehicle is acceptable for degraded Levels, Levels 2 and 3, then Reference 13 suggests that 0//^. may be an important feel parameter. What parameter is important is also related to the Flight Phase, the piloting tasks, and the vehicle dynamics. At zero dynamic pressure, during orbital flight, experience with Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo should give a great deal of insight into the problem. For flight at low dynamic pressure, such as high altitude flights of the X-15 using reaction controls, attitude command or hold control was considered most satisfactory. Attitude rate command was rated next best, followed by acceleration command. Rate command was preferred in pitch and attitude command was preferred in roll and yaw. This is obviously an important and fertile area for handling qualities research to establish control requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles based on their Flight Phases, piloting tasks, and vehicle dynamics. Research in this area should also make it possible to extend lifting re-entry vehicle requirements to Flight Phases other than those during terminal flight at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speeds. Much of the preliminary research in this area can be done in ground-based simulators.
The present requirements on the ratio of elevator control force to control travel are not based on handling qualities data. Work in this area can be combined with other work on control requirements.
5.4
Programs on Pilot-Induced Oscillations It has not been possible to establish quantitative requirements that will eliminate PIO's in airplanes or lifting re-entry vehicles. This is a complex problem associated with the interrelationship of control system and vehicle dy,..imics and piloting tasks. Both analytic and experimental work in tliis area should continue. Either moving-base or in-flight simulation will probably be essential because of the importance of proprioceptive cues in PIO's.
^" ^ Programs on Requirements for Unpowered Landings
An analysis and examination of available data has been conducted, and preliminary requirements have been established, for the flare and float of lifting re-entry vehicles during unpowered landings. The important parameter for establishing flare requirements is the ratio of flare altitude to flare time ( hf/tj ), The important parameter duiing the float appears to be simply iloat time ( f Ä ). Unfortunately, little comment data and no pilot rating data ex.si with which to establish handling qualities JLevol boundaries as a function of h/ffy and Ifi . Based on the available data, and discussions with personnel at NASA FRC and AFFTC at Edwards Air Force Base, some tentative handling qualities requirements have been eitablished lor experimental Class III and IV lifting re-entry vehicles.
More ground and in-flight handling qualities research programs should be conducted to confirm or modify the tentative handling qualities Level boundaries based on the parameters /?//z 1 / during the flare and z^ during the float. Similar boundaries should also be established for operational lifting re-entry vehicles. The simulation should be concerned with both Classes of lifting re-entry vehicles. The flare parameter {hf/tf) should be varied primarily through a variation in the unpowered (L/D) rnax . The time for float ( ^rt ) will be varied primarily through changes in flare initiation velocity. Increases in flare velocity will increase the excess kinetic energy that must be dissipated during the float. The g's pulled during the flare should be varied to establish its importance to the flare maneuver. The use of speed brakes for flight path and velocity modulation will be an important consideration in the simulation. Turbulence and IFR flight conditions are essential simulation requirements for operational lifting re-entry vehicles. Attempts should be made to establish both maximum and minimum boundaries on flare altitudes for various Levels. It is essential that good pilot comment data are obtained on both the flare and float conditions simulated.
5.6
Programs on Adverse Elevator Lift in the Landing Approach
There are some indications, based on published reports, that ad-/orso lift, due to a pitch control alt. of the e.g. , can lead to piloting difficultics in the landing approach. The adverse lift results in closed-loop problems associated with flight path control. The data on this subject that presently exist are insufficient and often confusing when interpreted in terms of handling qualities. Although ^$ & Se an d >V Se are suggested as important parameters in some reports, short period dynamics must also play an important role. It has also been suggested that the de'.iy in the flight path response in the desired direction may also be an important parameter.
Any ground or in-flight simulation program conducted to investigate this problem from the point of view of handling qualities should consider new parameters as well as those that have been suggesied. The problem should be viewed as closed-loop in order to establish parameters of importance to handling qualities specifications. The parameters A^ ^ and r,', <£» , as they are presently considered, are more open-loop and total control power parameters. The adverse effects of elevator lift in the landing approach are expected to be of greatest concern to slow responding (ClaFS III) luting reentry vehicles. Moving-base ground simulation may be an important consideration for valid results.
5.7
Programs on Lateral-Directional Response with AlmosphLric i.h.' i',;rhan je?
Piesert requirements on the lateral-directional response characteristics m atmospheric turbulence are qualitative, yet indications are that-the response and control of lifting re-entry vehicles in turbulence is likely to be on.c of their moht critical handling qualities aspects, particularly during the terminal Flight Phases. Consideraticn of the following factors should confirm this conclusion:
Lifting re-entry vehicles are likely to have large rolling moments due to sideslip {L'fi ), low roll damping, high | ^//ä 7 /^, and significant control coupling in terms of yawing moments due to ailerons {M$ A )and rolling moments due to rudder {*• §*)> -AH of these factors are likely to put the veluclc near the limits of the handling qualities Level boundaries even though the vehicle is augmented. BiPWlB^Sl|!PPg!ggw;pBiiP|!B^iHlf^ Z. The requirements on "weathercock" stability for an unaugmented airplane in MIL-F-8785B(ASG) have been deleted from the proposed lifting re-entry vehicle requirements. This has been done in order not to restrict vehicle design when adequate stability can be obtained through augmentation. In addition, strong arguments ar.i some data are presented that indicate that consideration shoald be given to allowing some static instability lor degraded Levelp of handling qualities. Yet the data often do not adequately consider the effects of atmospheric turbulence.
3. The minimum Dutch roll damping requirements are not particularly high, yet a concern for turoulence response is one of the reasons that the total damping ( /^tty ) i-" increased when ^rfy l^/ßlä exceeds particular values. Yet this requirement if not well substantiated by data.
Ail of these factors and others indicate that an evaluation of many of the lateral-directional requirements of lifting re-entry vehicles in the presence of atmospheric turbulence is extremely important. Thib simulation can be conducted in ground simulators, but in-flight simulation is desirable. When sii luiated turbulence is used, strong consideration should be given to realistic lev-Is and models for atmospheric turbulence, such as non-Gaussian models. The simulation programs should consider values of handling qualities parameters such as «^-^ , ^, ^d^d' ^njl^/Mä> -Pose/far > A^-w that are near the Level 1, Level Z, and Level 3 boundaries when such boundaries have been specified. It should then be possible to assess the validity of the requirements with the presence of atmospheric turbulence. These investigations will indicate the degree to which certain requirements, such as £f tyf as a function of ^T?/I ty/ölrf » may be relaxed or must be tightened.
5.8
Programs on Coupled Poll-Spiral Oscillations
The requirements for airplay«.', in MIL-F-8785B(ASG) and the proposed lifting re-entry vehicle specitVto tion do not permit a coupled rollspiral (lateral-directional phugoid). reference 14 indicates that both the M.Z-FZ and the X-ZZA lifting bodies have coupled roll-spiral? under some flight conditions. When this mode is lightly damped or undamped, serious handling qualities problems may result. There is some indication, however, that if the roll-spiral is reasonably well damped, some roll-spiral coupling can be allowed, at least for the degraded handling qualities levels. A conservative approach was taken in the specification because of the possible btrong effects of turbulence (Reference 11). Since roll-spiral coupling may be a "fact of life" for some lifting re-entry vehicles undt-r certain flight conditions, a further investigation of this problem seems advisable.
An evaluation of roll-spiral coupling in a moving-base or in-flight simulator seems advisable because of the importance of proprioceptive cues. Roll-spiral damping (■?&#)££ anc * frequency (äb)^ will be important variables as well ap the location of the Dutch roll poles and numerator zeros. II is strongly recommended that in this investigation turbulence be adequately simulated because of the possible strong effects of turbulence on the handling qualities resulis.
9
Programs) on Roll Control Elfectivcness Requirements
Roll control effectiveness requiroments for lifting re-entry vehicles have been "derived" from those of conventional airplanes as discussed in Reference 1. In deriving these requirements, consideration has been given to the dil'ferences as well as the similarities in roll requirements during the various flight Phases of airplanes and lifting re-entry vehicles. Consideration has also been given to the fact that lifting re-entry vehicles in ail probability will be much more sensitive to atmospheric turbulence, especially in roll. The roll effectiveness requirements of lifting re-entry vehicles ctre likely to be determined largely by lateral-directional characteristics of the vehicles combined with the effects of turbulence. The anility to obtain la r;',L roll angles rapidly or large roll rate performance is nci hkel) to be .i nquirement, at least during terminal flight at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speeds.
The "derived" roll performance requirements for liftiny re-entry vehicles should be checked through simulation, cspocialiy for the landing approach. It is essential in the simulation th.it the piloi have appropriate tasks, including roll and turn coordination, for each of the Flight Phases evaluated. It is essential in this simulation that the pilots assess the roll effectiveness in the presence o.' turbulence. Some of the other lateraldirectional characteristics of lifting re-entry vehicles that hamper r'Ml performance, require rudder coordination, and generally degrade handling qualities should also be considered in the simulation to properly assess roi, effectiveness requirements for both Class III and Class IV vchi« '.<.:. 10 
Programs on Reaction Controls and Reaction Augmentation Systems
Reaction controls and reaction augmentation systems arc not generally expected to be a requirement for lifting re-entry vehicles daring terminal Ihght at low supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speeds. However, for some special flight conditions, such as flight at large angles of attack, reaction controls may be required if aerodynamic controls are ineffective.
The role of reaction controls and reaction control augmentation systems will be greatest for those vehicle Flight Phases at /ero or low dynamic pressure, of the order of 10 to 25 pounds per square foot or loss. How high the dynamic pressure must be before aerodynamic controls are sufficiently eflective for control and augmentation is a function of the vehicle mission and piloting tasks.
Pilot control requirements using reaction controls are a function of the effectiveness of the aerodynamic controls, when both controls are used slmultancouslyr, The rcqiürcments arc also related to the vehicle dynamics and the piloting tasks. The vehicle dynamics at zero dynamic pressure can be supplemented through a reaction control augmentation. The degree of augmentation involved will be determined by the tasks and the piloting problemo in performing the tasks. A simple acceleration command may be acceptable, or a rate, or position command control may be required. The type of command desired may also be a function of whether the control is used in roll, pitch, or yaw.
At xero dynamic pressure the reaction control requirements and the reaction augmentation system requiremcntJ of lilting re-entry vehicles can probably be based on experience with Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo. To the extent that the Flight Phases and tasks arc similar, the control requirements of these . sentially ballistic vehicles and lifting re-entry vehicles should also be similar. Operational experience with the X-15 reaction control and reaction .i .,».mentation system should shed some light on reaction control and augmentation requirements when the dynamic pressure is low and the tasks are difference (Kcfercnce IS). The X-15 experience indicated that a maximum reai lion rontrol power of approxiinately <i.O deg/scc in pitch and yaw and 5.H drg/sor in roll are acceptable. Using the two systems in each axis the control power could be doubled and the pilots liked the more rapid maneuver capab.lily. Generally, position command was rated most acceptable in pitch and yaw and r.'te command in roll, although acceleration commands were often considered ace ptaole about all axes. The acceptability of the various control modes is of course task dependent and generalizations are not easy to make. Sec, for example, Reference 16. It is interesting to note, that based on X-15 experience, aerodynamic coupling between roll and yaw, as the dynamic pressure inci eased, complicated considerably tiic control task with an acceleration command system.
A series of simulation programs should be undertaken to investigate reaction control power and reaction control mode requirements for a number of Flieht Phases of lifting re-entry vehicles where the dynamic pressures are low or zero. These investigations will establish the reaction control augmentation that is required to obtain acceptable control modes. Based on an examination of vehicle Flight Phases, a number of typical pilotinp tasks should be determined for pilch control, roll control, and coordinated turns -luring boost, coast, and re-entry. For these Flight Phases, typical longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamic characteristics should bo determined. Tnc dynamics will vary from that of an unaugmented vehicle to that of a vehicle that is highly augmented both through aerodynamic and reaction controls. Emphasis should be put on the minimum augmentation that is acceptable by the pilot to perform the tasks. When time dependent coefficient dynamics is likely to be important, it should be included in the simulation of vehicle motions.
Based on such simulation experiments, the relationship between command modes, piloting tasks, and vehicle dynamics can be established. It should then be possible to obtain some insight into the nature of handling qualities criteria for lifting re-entry vehicles during Flight Phases at zero and low dynamic pressures. These handling qualities criteria can be used lo extend handling qualiiieö rcqvüremcrls to these same Flight Ph.iHeb.
1 I Programs Oi-, Side Stick Coutrollera
It is expected that Mnglo or dual side stick controllers will be used on future lifting re-entry vehicles. Although side stick controllers have been proposed and evaluated in the past, insulfu lent data exists with which to propose side stick controller requirements for lifting re-entry vehicles. The characteristics of the X-iiO, X-15, and other side stick controllers should be examined to determine some of the tentative characteristics that should be considered in any side stick controller research program.
Drcakou'. torques, torque gradients, total angular deflections, and controller dynamics should be variables in the investigation. The compatibility of a given sei of side stick characteristics to flight at zero and low u/-namic pressures .ind during atmospheric flight should also be assesseci. Consideration should also he given to the blending ol aerodynamic anu reaction controls in the same controller, and how this blending should be accomplished. In the X-15, reaction controls and aerodynamic controls were operated tnrough separate side stick controllers on each side of the cockpit. Many of the details that should be considered in the design of a good side stick controller from the handling qualities point of view will only be discovered through an adequate set of ground and in-flight simulation programs. 
